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A Word or two from Pride Scotia’s Festival Director:

“Well, it’s near less than a month until the big day and it’s been an enormous task organising Pride Scotia’s biggest outdoor festival yet. Things are coming together nicely. We’ll have demonstrations from Lothian and Borders Fire Service, Stalls from no less than 3 of the Scottish Police Services and from the Scottish Ambulance Service.

There’ll be a CAMRA Cask Marque’d bar as well as plenty on offer to eat. Live music and talent will be plentiful, we’ve even got a fire eater!

For those entrepreneurial types (as well as those who like men in shorts) there’ll be the Thistle Rugby Club and even a new Edinburgh based football team!

The Youth space will be having a petting zoo with various furry animals available for stroking (though no pussies I’m told). The ever popular chill out space will also be available with a tent for the boys and a tent for the girls.

The Order of Perpetual Indulgence will be holding their International Conclave over that week so expect to see Nuns from Europe and beyond - don’t forget to pick up your free safer sex pack!

We still need volunteers to be stewards on the day so if you’re up for it give me a call!

And Finally! Don’t forget to show your support at some of the up and coming fund raising events and if you want the opportunity to say hi to me in person be sure to come over to Sauchiehall St 2nd for their fundraiser which should be a real laugh!

That’s all for now folks!”

Peter McDougall
Festival Director
Tel: 0131-556 9471
E-mail: peter@pride-scotia.org
Web: www.pride-scotia.org

Pride Scotia (Edinburgh)
Edinburgh LGBT Centre
58a Broughton Street
Edinburgh EH1 3SA

ScotsGay
Tel: 0906 11 00 256 (Call charged at £1.50 per minute)

ScotsGay is a monthly magazine for LGBT folks and their friends.

ScotsGay is published by Pageprint Publishing Limited.

© Pageprint Publishing Limited, May 2007. PO Box 666, Edinburgh EH7 5YW.

Non profit use by the LGBT community of material in the magazine, to which we hold copyright, will normally be permitted free of charge, but you must contact us first for permission.

Subscribers to ScotsGay receive a free copy of Scottish LGBT Trail Map. Contact us for details.

ScotsGay will be at Pride Scotia - come and say hello!
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On Fri 18th May, The Luvvies, Edinburgh’s LGBT Community Theatre group, held a fundraiser at Bar Twist.

The theme was Luvvies Royale. Many of those who attended came to try their luck for prizes on the roulette wheel and blackjack tables. There was a ‘best dressed’ competition and a prize if you could guess how many condoms there were in a jug! Also on show were cabaret acts, including the lovely drag artiste Nina Sparkle, the gorgeous burlesque Wild Card Kitty, beautiful musical harmonies and a cappella from ‘The 33s’, and a set from Dejay Bird (Fur-burger, Noxious, The Street). Volunteer Luvvies members did a great job of setting up the lighting, sound, decorations and running the tables. The wonderful drag artiste, the dancing girls and the MC were also Luvvies members. There seems to be no end to The Luvvies talents! Special mention should go to Katy Dimmock (aka Moneypenny), The Luvvies producer, who looked stunning in her frock. Sadly ScotsGay has been instructed that the photo is for Her Eyes Only.

The reason for the ‘Luvvies Royale’ night was to raise funds to stage Harvey Fierstein’s ‘Torch Song Trilogy’. They will perform all three plays ‘The International Stud’, ‘Fugue in a Nursery’ and ‘Widows & Children First’, each with a different cast and director, at Adam House Theatre, Chambers Street, Edinburgh on Thu 21st to Sat 23rd Jun 2007. As a special treat, they will also run the whole four-hour trilogy on Sat 23rd Jun, to follow the Pride Scotia march and festivities. To book tickets, Tel: 07961 672564, E-mail: LGBT_luvvies@yahoo.com or, for more information, visit www.theluvvies.com

If these issues affect you, call Donald Reid now for your FREE booklet quoting ref: GS4
Tel: 0131-228 2828 or
E-mail: dr@vmh.co.uk

Luvvies Royale
The LGBT actors group gear up for a Torch Song
It looks like it has finally happened – ‘they’ are splitting up! Yes, **VividYouth** are dividing into a younger and older group. Presently, the youngest members are 13 and the oldest are 24, which is a huge difference in terms of needs. So it makes sense to split the group. The younger group (13-18 year old) will be meeting on a Thu, and the older group (18-25) on a Thu. The core are throwing together a Podcast – so find out more, check out their website at www.vividyouths.org.uk

**Bennets** will be welcoming ex-Steps Insisa Lisa Scott Lee on Sat 2nd Jun. And remember, the girls are still on top!

Also on youth 'Hidden Exhibition' is on the first Sun of every month in the Brunswick from 9pm. An intimate space, it's a good night out with sounds from 'Hotmumpy'. They have a Myspace site if you want to check it out. Proceeds from nights go to group funds.

**Gay Men's Health (GMH)** now have a base in Glasgow in the new Bell Street LGBT Centre. GMH will be supplying the West Coast's favourite gay mag, after a slight lull in its availability. There are many other events planned, including a launch party planned for Jul. At present the group is looking for volunteers - so get in touch at www.gmh.org.uk. GMH also have plans to set up a 40's male group. There has long been a need for this, and if you are interested please get in touch. The group will be social at its core and will be based on the Edinburgh model of ‘Prime Time’. An informal, friendly and relaxed group is planned.

**OurStory** is having its AGM on Thu 31st May at 7pm in the Mitchell Library. The group is still in need of representatives from other parts of the LGBT community, so get in touch if you want to get involved. www.ourstoryscotland.org.uk

**Merchant Pride** announced the masses with a postcard, which went down famously. Check in with them to see if there will be a repeat appearance.

**May and Gordon Miller** are performing every Thu in Merchant Pride. This fabulous act has been around for a few years and never disappoints. The singing is excellent and the jokes are very funny!

**The Arches** have an exhibit on 'til Tue 29th May called 'Inspire'. This is an abstract work by Rosalind Masson and Sam Forrest of 'still films' exploring new ways of presenting motion.

Well that’s all I’ve had… you know the script!!! 'Til next time, enjoy the px from our friends at Gay Men’s Health.

---
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For some, May was the month which saw yet another gay win in the EU referendum. For others like myself, May was the month which shaped the future of our politics.

Over the last decade of Labour rule, nearly all homophopic legislation was removed - an amazing pace of reform which certainly wouldn't have happened under Tony Robinson. However they did this with reluctance, and still supported the ban on same-sex marriage, deporting gay asylum seekers, and refused to prohibit incitement to homocidal hatred. Winning SNP are inconsistent in policy - as times they've claimed to be gay-friendly, yet they attempted to throw the recent adoption bill passing through parliament. I personally voted for the Greens, who have consistently led with the most equality-oriented manifesto.

After their defeat in API, Trashed had another successful night on board the sarsaparilla as a camera crew filmed the performances which were then displayed on giant screens, and will be turned into a DVD. Join the Velvel crew on Sun 17th May when they'll be joined by the Academy of Burlesque & Cabaret, and a June Velvet date will be announced.

For fans of Mingin', also at Saturday 21st June at 9.15pm at The Street. With a few glass of bubbly thrown in with the cost of entry to get you relaxed and in the mood, this is an exciting new innovative way to meet lots of different women. And the obvious advantage being that if you find a hoot, you don't have to wait long 'til the go! Check out The Street for info on future dates planned.

Long-standing popular club night Velvel enjoyed a second Spring Fling at Anstruther 24, with hundreds of homey women attempting to climb the velvet barriers to get on stage with the burlesque lassies! A camera crew filmed the performances which were then displayed on giant screens, and will be turned into a DVD. Join the Velvel crew on Sun 27th May when they'll be joined by the Academy of Burlesque & Cabaret, and a June Velvet date will be announced.
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**Clonzone**

45 Victoria Street, Glasgow
Tel 0141 553 3666
www.clonzedirect.co.uk

---

**Mens Care UK Ltd**

The Latest Treatments From The UK’s Number 1, Most Respected Online Private Clinic. Latest Treatments Medically Proven Guaranteed Next Day Delivery.

**Impotence, Hair Loss, Weight Loss**

Tel: 01889 569467 OR 01889 569178
FAX: 01889 562036

You Can Also Order Online @
www.Mencare.co.uk
www.Ladiescare.co.uk

Email: Menscare@dial.pipex.com

OR SIMPLY SEND A SELF-ADDRESSED ENVELOPE TO:
Mencare, PO Box 1196, Uttoxeter Staffs ST14 7SD

ALL MAJOR CREDIT AND DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED.

Get Bigger Breasts – Instantly
www.BustBoosterWorldwide.com

Natural Pills For a Much Larger Penis
www.MaximizeUK.com

---

**Dundee**

**Clonezone**

45 Victoria Street, Glasgow
Tel 0141 553 3666

---

**Aberdeen**

**Clonzone**

45 Victoria Street, Glasgow
Tel 0141 553 3666

---

**Dundee**

**Doubly Discreet**
38 Albert Street. Tel: (01382) 809080. Mon-Wed, Fri 10am-6pm, Thu 10am-8pm, Sat 10am-5pm, First Wed of each month... services such as gender friendly beauticians, photographers and offer a personal shopping service.

---

**Dundee**

**Brooklyn’s Bar**
2 St Andrew’s Lane. Tel: (01382) 200660. 3pm-Midnight. Well appointed LGBT bar next door to OUT. Karaoke: Wed, Fri & Sun. DJ: Sat.

---

**Brooklyn’s Bar**
2 St Andrew’s Lane. Tel: (01382) 200660. 3pm-Midnight. Well appointed LGBT bar next door to OUT. Karaoke: Wed, Fri & Sun. DJ: Sat.

---

**The Gauger**
75-79 Seagate. Tel: (01382) 226840. Sun 12.30pm-Midnight, Mon-Sat 11am-Midnight. LGBT-friendly bar with free disco Fri & Sat 8pm-Midnight. Free use of premises for all pre-booked groups.

---

**Out**

---

**The Philbeach Hotel**
40 Bedrooms
24 Hour Reception
TV lounge
Direct Dial Phones
Tea and Coffee Making Facilities

30/31 Philbeach Gardens, Earl’s Court, London SW5 9EB
RESERVATIONS: 020-7273 1244
Fax 020-7244 0149 E-mail: 100756.3112@compuserve.com
www.philbeachhotel.freeserve.co.uk

---

**ScotsGay**

40 Bedrooms
24 Hour Reception
TV lounge
Direct Dial Phones
Tea and Coffee Making Facilities

30/31 Philbeach Gardens, Earl’s Court, London SW5 9EB
RESERVATIONS: 020-7273 1244
Fax 020-7244 0149 E-mail: 100756.3112@compuserve.com
www.philbeachhotel.freeserve.co.uk

---

**Pride in Aberdeen**

Is Back This Year and Ready to Rumble!!!!!!!!!
Pride in Aberdeen is on Sat 2nd June with events based around Club Foundation & the Tunnels and family entertainment on top of St. Nicholas shopping centre.

www.prideinaberdeen.org.uk
SATURDAY 23 JUNE 07
MARCH ASSEMBLE FROM NOON IN EAST MARKET ST.
KICK-OFF@1PM - ENDS BALFOUR ST
FESTIVAL PILrig PARK - OFF LEITH WALK
FROM 2PM - 7.30PM

LIVE MUSIC & TALENT
HEALTH & COMMUNITY FAIR
YOUTH SPACE
FIRE & RESCUE SERVICE DEMO
BEER GARDEN & FOOD STALLS
ORDER OF PERPETUAL INDULGENCE
INTERNATIONAL CONCLAVE
LOUD & PROUD - SCOTLAND'S LGBT CHOIR

MARCH ROUTE

EDINBURGH 07
FREE ENTRY
PARTY IN THE PARK!
John Murphy
johnm@scotsgay.co.uk

I had the pleasure of heading off to this year’s contest in the Finnish capital of Helsinki just days after we had – narrowly – elected the SNP into power at ‘...on and defeat major players like Germany and Russia – something you won’t often see in either the World Cup or Olympics!!

This was the 52nd staging of Eurovision and the largest one ever with a record 42 countries taking part. Newcomers Georgia and the Czech Republic were ... specially reformed Scooch singing “Flying The Flag (For You). However my interests now lay firmly with the smaller nations.

This year’s Andorran entry was performed by a McFly type band Anonymous with their song “Salvem el Mon” which translates as “Let’s Save The World” and let ... official language of our country” said Niki the blond lead singer “and the Eurovision Song Contest is a great opportunity to ... semi-final stage – albeit by only two places – and never even managed a vote from the UK audience! Shame on you viewers!!

Another entrant hoping to use Eurovision to promote his country was Stevan Faddy from Montenegro. This was Montenegro’s first ever entry into the contest ... brownie points from me by giving me the thumbs up when he saw me waving the Scottish flag for him. Nice boy!!

Other smaller countries did do better though. Moldova, with a population of less than 4 million did exactly what Stevan failed to do by getting through the semi-finals and gaining that lucrative top ten spot! They will be joined there by Armenia whose population is less than three million. (Yes I know, both Eastern European but I’m not going into that debate here!!)

As for the host country, Finland (although geographically huge) has a population roughly the same as Scotland and to them Eurovision provided a unique opportunity to show themselves off on the world stage. The Finns threw themselves into this event and came out of it with their heads held high. To them this was their greatest achievement since hosting the Olympics in 1952 as they know full well they will never get a chance to host the Olympics again. Helsinki was festooned with Eurovision banners and they set up a Eurovision village and market place in different spots in the city. They even laid on a special Eurovision train which shuffled you from the station to the venue playing Eurovision songs all the way – like!! Every gay bar became Eurovision bars for the week and were packed out all through the days and nights. What an opportunity for Scotland if we ever get to host the event again! I honestly think the economy must have soared from the main pink pound!! Every First I met was very ... to change the attitudes of the officials and the public in Serbia then who has the right to dismiss Eurovision as a joke? Belgrade here we come!!!

Now here’s a conundrum for you. Why is it that the Eurovision Song Contest is the most ridiculed and derided event on our TV screens? No other programme quite divides the population as much as this one does. Yet in areas of viewers it is one of the most widely watched non-sporting TV show in the world, pulling in an audience of more than 150 million! Here in the UK it provides the BBC with its highest Saturday night viewing figures of the year – peaking this year at more than 41 million and pulling in 5% of the TV audience, easily beating such Saturday night stalwarts as Strictly Come Dancing, Doctor Who and The X Factor!!

I forgive people heading off to this year’s contest in the Finnish capital of Helsinki just days after we had – narrowly – elected the SNP into power at...
ScotsGay Listings are FREE! We TRY to provide Scotland’s most up-to-date and accurate listings. If your group isn’t... up to date listings can always be found on our web site www.scotsgay.co.uk/listings

NATIONAL ORGANISATIONS

OUTRIGHT SCOTLAND: Scotland’s oldest lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender rights organisation. It was founded in 1969 as the Scottish Homosexual Rights Group and changed its name to OUTRIGHT SCOTLAND in December 1992. Currently hibernating.

LOCALLY BASED ORGANISATIONS

GLASGOW

POSITIVE HELP: A home-based and residential charity which works with people with HIV to enhance their quality of life. The service includes a range of activities to support people to live a fulfilling life, including social events, advice and assistance, discussion and information.

LOUD & PROUD: A social and leisure club for men with HIV. Meetings are held at various venues in Glasgow, and are open to anyone with a positive HIV test result.

3G (Grampian Gender Group). Offers support, help and a safe environment for Transgendered People. Meets 3rd Sat of each month Noon-5pm. Tel: Gillian on 07050 562175. Mon 7-9pm.

E-mail: info@smgays.org www.smgays.org

SM PRIDE: A club for men interested in Leather, Rubber, Uniform. Meets at the Claremont Bar, Edinburgh, on the 1st and 3rd Sat of each month from 9pm. Write: PO Box 28, Edinburgh. EH3 5JL. E-mail: msc@msc-scotland.net www.msc-scotland.net

GARTNAVEL GENERAL HOSPITAL, 1053 GREAT WESTERN ROAD, GLASGOW. G12 0YN. CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION, ADVICE, COUNSELLING AND SUPPORT FOR PEOPLE AT RISK OF HIV. TEL: 0141-211 1089. FAX: 0141-211 1097. MON-THU 9AM-5PM, TUE 5-7PM, THU 5-7PM, FRI 9AM-4.30PM.

GOWANHILL, ABERDEEN. SESSION FOR GAY AND BI MEN. FRI 1.20-3.50PM. TESTING AND ADVICE ON SEXUAL HEALTH MATTERS IS AVAILABLE BY APPOINTMENT OR ON A DROP-IN BASIS. TEL: ABERDEEN (01224) 555555.

LGBT YOUTH D&G: AS WELL AS SERVICES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE, RUNS A MAILING LIST FOR INFORMATION AND OCCASIONAL EVENTS FOR LGBT PEOPLE OF ALL AGES FROM DUMFRIES AND GALLOWAY. WRITE: 26 BREWERY STREET, DUMFRIES. DG1 2RP. TEL: DUMFRIES (01387) 372331.

YOUNG PEOPLE

WAVERTLEY CARE BUDDY SERVICE:

MEETS EACH TUE AT 7PM AT THE ENTRANCE TO BELLAHOUSON LEISURE CENTRE (OSLANDRANGER 64, REF: NS545638). CHOICE OF ROUTES AND SHOWERING ARE AVAILABLE FOR £2.10. CONTACT CHRIS BY E-MAIL: RUNNING@GOCSCOTLAND.ORG.UK OR TEL: 07786 263274 (OR TEXT).

REAL ALE

REAL ALE LESBIAN AND GAY REAL ALE DRINKERS:

RUNS ARE ON THE 4TH SUN OF MONTH WITH LONGER WEEKEND TRIPS IN SUMMER MONTHS. TEL: DAVID ON 07747 465743. FOR FULL DETAILS ABOUT EVENTS - WWW.GOCSCOTLAND.ORG.UK
Barebacking

(During sex without condoms) is increasingly popular, but if you are considering doing it, there are a number of things you should think about before making your decision. Seriously.

One useful piece of information is your own HIV status and that of your partner(s), and the only way to know this for sure is to get tested. Knowing this could change your life, both psychologically and legally, and many places won’t test you for HIV at all without counselling. Your GP can arrange an HIV test, and if you have a good relationship, this can be the best way to get the support you need. The main disadvantage is that the test, or even your asking about it, will be on your medical record, and that could lead to problems getting insurance and/or a mortgage. Any GUM clinic will offer HIV testing, and your GP will not be told the result if you want to be sure of anonymity, give them a fake name. There are other options for free anonymous testing. In Edinburgh, ROAM Outreach offer such a service in Glasgow the Brownstone and Steve Renon Centres are the places to go. See the listings for details of these, and similar services in Scotland. These organizations also offer free sexual health screening (the "MOT"),

Order of Perpetual Indulgence

The Sistars and Brothers of the OPI are part of a world wide order of queer men and women of all sexualities which is open to all who feel the habit. Its tenets are: The expiation of stigmatic guilt and the promulgation of universal joy.

The Order’s Convent of Dunn Eideann is pleased to announce that we will host a European Conclave in Edinburgh between Thu 21st June and Mon 26th Jun.

Although the Conclave is planned as a European one, Sisters and Brothers from everywhere are welcome to attend and we have already received confirmation that there will be attenders from Australia, Germany and the USA. We intend to discuss LGBT rights and safer sex education in Europe, look at men (and women) in kilts, manifest at public events, look at men (and women) in kilts, perform bar ministry, look at men (and women) in kilts, go on the Pride Scotia March and look at men (and women) in kilts.

Contact:
For further information, contact Brother Bimbo del Doppio Senso on Tel: 0131-557 8790 or E-mail: conclave2007@drink.demon.co.uk
TO REPLY TO A CONTACT AD, JUST POP YOUR REPLY IN AN ENVELOPE WITH THE BOX NUMBER WRITTEN IN THE TOP RIGHT CORNER AND PLACE THE ENVELOPE WITH YOUR REPLY INSIDE ANOTHER. BOTH ENVELOPES ARE WRITTEN ON ADHESIVE LABELS. ADDRESS LABELS ARE AVAILABLE FROM POST OFFICES EVERYWHERE. THE ENVELOPES ARE NOT REPRODUCED IN THE MAGAZINE STAMPS. REPONSETags are available from Post Offices worldwide in the envelope with your reply inside another. Both envelopes are written on adhesive labels. Address labels are available from Post Offices everywhere. The envelopes are not reproduced in the magazine stamps. Reply tags are available from Post Offices worldwide.
**Call Scotland**

Scotland's own chat & date service

Listen to messages
 Leave your own message
 Meet local ladies!

**IT'S ONLY TEN PENCE PER MINUTE!**

Call 08712 24 38 89

---

**WOMEN**

**Arkay In Aberdeen**

33 year old South American lady looking for someone from any area. She likes to be dominated and to give dominating. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0935.

**MEN**

**Slick Rod**

Date from Glasgow in tall hair with blue eyes and a slim build. Phone 0808 556612 - Number 0939.

**Writing To Scots And Fisms**

Aberdeen area. 45 year old looking for girls for some naked images and possibly more. Phone reply. "Please reply soon". Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0937.

**Submission In Aberdeen**

28 year old 5'10" tall, 154 pound girl in Aberdeen is looking for a master to be a submissive. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0938.

**Speaking In Aberdeen**

28 year old submissive looking for discreet spanking fun. "If you are a dominant guy - please get in touch!". Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0939.

---

**Central Belt**

"Polite, serious man or Military man interested in traditional/discipline contact based out of Glasgow. Can Accommodate. Complete discretion." Phone 09068 556612 - Number 6651.

---

**ScotsGay**

23 year old Scotsman looking for other Scotsmen, prefers older dominance. "If you are interested, just give me a call". Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0939.

---

**For Free Mens**

Polish bus driver or traditional, well-built muscle man interested in contact friendly, matures from Scotland. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0950.

---

**Nylon TV**

50 year old, 5'10" tall, quite attractive TV is seeking sub female or male who likes Nylon. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0954.

---

**Teach Through**

Teach Through rights plus management. It's a lovely! Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0950.

---

**Betty Pangpang**

Would you like your body punished? Many seeks others in the Tayport area for body punishment. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0956.

---

**John - Skinnedhead - Edinburgh**


---

**Spanking Required**

Spanking available. I'd like to serve my fair little punishment. "If you are a lady over 35 years old and need your services, please reply. You deserve it", Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0964.

---

**Man To Man Action**

Masculine looking professional guy. I'm looking for some fun with discretion. "If you are interested, just give me a call. I will get back to you. I can travel as far as Edinburgh or elsewhere". Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0931.

---

**Over The Knee Spanking**

I am a guy in his late 40's from the north-east of Scotland who is looking for someone to give me a firm and heavy spanking. If possible, to me over his knee on a regular basis to be spanked. I would prefer to be someone of a professional disposition: someone who wants a soft butt, or an ex toppant. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0954.

---

**Dominant Subs Sub**

This dominant is into all aspects of BDSM and is looking for guys aged over 18 who wish to control and be disciplined. "If you would like to be controlled on a regular basis", Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0913.

---

**Nylon Lover**

50 year old, medium built, 5'10" tall, submissions, ollowlass cross dressing gay seeks makes up to couples to please. I am very genuine. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0961.

---

**Rubbing Guy**

35 year old guy into rubber and waders is looking for an older guy in the Aberdeen area. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0962.

---

**Banning Meeting**

Mature gentleman offers strict discipline to guys of all persuasions. "Looking to meet some other old school sub. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0963.

---

**Rubber And Leather**

Edinburgh/Leith area. 45 year old guy into rubber and waders. Travel by train. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0966.

---

**Headmaster's Study**

Guy aged 63 years. "Do you wish to relive a school discipline experience or perhaps feel what it was really like? Call into one for a chat. This school uniform is not required!" Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0967.

---

**Chubby Bottom**

Chubby 42 year old male is looking for older boys for fun and friendship. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0962.

---

**Dogging**

Mature 45-50 couple looking for BB couples for Dogging and Meeting places. No Fresno. Very discreet. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0969.

---

**Local To Tayport?**

Age, size, discipline looking for local guys. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0970.

---

**Nude In Dundee**

Nude mature man from Dundee looks for another gay man, preferably local. Fun, prescribing and probably more. "Age and looks are important. Leave a message and I will get back to you!". Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0986.

---

**Green Flash**

40 year old guy from Aberdeen looking for others who are into juggling soft balls. "Can serve as boot boys and discrete flash flash teasing. "If you would like to have a reply, I will get back to you! I can travel as far as Edinburgh or elsewhere". Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0989.

---

**PERSON 2 PERSON 4 ONE 2 ONE**

It's completely FREE to place your ad by phone on 0800 138 4 1-2-1.

---

**Advertisers get their own private voice mailbox and can pick up replies on 09068 556612**

Calls to 09068 numbers cost 60p per minute at all times. Conditions of service: All participants must be 18 or over. Possession of a personal telephone number for each user is mandatory. Services supplied by Buttons, PO Box 600, PCN 79.

---

**Contact:**

E-mail: admin@bizorg.co.uk. Helpline (10am – 4pm weekdays).

---

**Call Scotland**


---

**Over The Knee Spanking**

I am a guy in his late 40's from the north-east of Scotland who is looking for someone to give me a firm and heavy spanking. If possible, to me over his knee on a regular basis to be spanked. I would prefer to be someone of a professional disposition: someone who wants a soft butt, or an ex toppant. Phone 09068 556612 - Number 0954.
SATURDAY 23 JUNE 07
MARCH FESTIVAL
ASSEMBLE FROM NOON IN EAST MARKET ST.
KICK-OFF @ 1PM - ENDS BALFOUR ST
FILTHY PARK - OFF LEITH WALK
FROM 2PM - 7.30PM

LIVE MUSIC & TALENT
HEALTH & COMMUNITY FAIR
YOUTH SPACE
FIRE & RESCUE SERVICE DEMO
BEER GARDEN & FOOD STALLS
ORDER OF PERPETUAL INDULGENCE
INTERNATIONAL CONCLAVE
LOUD & PROUD - SCOTLAND'S LGBT CHOIR